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In this supplementary, we firstly present some experi-
mental results about the late-fusion between our model and
3D convolution networks pre-trained on Kinetics-400 [2] in
Section 1. More ablation studies with respect to hyper pa-
rameters in our action reasoning module are given in Sec-
tion 2. Finally, for better demonstrating the explainability
of our model, we provide the details of our user study and
more visualization examples about the learned formula and
weight in Section 3. Our code will be available at here1.

1. Additional Experimental Results

The predicates in our logic formula are visual relation-
ships in single video frame. To train the scene graph pre-
dictor, we adopt ResNet-101 as the backbone image fea-
ture extractor, which is pre-trained on ImageNet for a better
weight initialization. The most advanced 3D deep models
are usually pre-trained on Kinetics-400 [2] first, and then
finetuned on the target dataset. The Kinetics-400 is a large
video benchmark and its action categories are partially over-
lapped with Charades. We argue that such overlap may
lead to overestimation of the mAP score of models due to
the strong prior information in Kinetics-400. To validate
this conjecture, we fused our predictions with an advanced
3D model [5] pre-trained on Kinetics-400, which achieved
42.5% mAP performance on Charades benchmark. In de-
tail, we pass the output of [5] through a sigmoid activation
function, and then add it to the confidence score given by
our model as the final predictions. The experimental results
are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen that, after fused with the deep models pre-
trained on Kinetics-400, our model achieved state-of-the-
art action recognition performance on Charades (e.g., mAP
score outperforms X3D-XL [1] by 1.8 %). Such a huge per-
formance improvement demonstrates that our framework
performs well on the novel action categories on Charades
and is significantly complementary with deep models that
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formed when Yang Jin was an intern at Baidu Research.
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Table 1. The experimental results of late fusions between our
model and different advanced 3D deep models pre-trained on
Kinetics-400. See main text for more explanation.

Network Pre-train Method mAP (%)

R50-I3D-NL K-400
3D CNN [4] 38.3

LFB [5] 40.3
Ours + LFB 44.5

R101-I3D-NL K-400

3D CNN [4] 40.4
LFB [5] 42.5

X3D-XL [1] 43.4
Ours + LFB 45.2

are pre-trained on Kinetics-400.

2. More Ablation Studies
In this section, more ablation studies about the hyper

parameters in our action reasoning module are conducted,
mainly the number of relationship predicates T in each for-
mula and the total formula number k of per action category.

In the experiments, we adopt a multi-size sliding win-
dow to generate short video snippets from a whole video
v, where the kernal size L = {25, 50, 75, ..., vL} and vL
is the length of video v. For each snippet, only M = 5
frames are uniformly sampled to predict the corresponding
scene graphs. Then, we perform the probability inference
on the sampled frames. Here, we explore the effect of for-
mula length and the the number of formula sampled from
our rule policy network for action recognition. The detailed
experimental results on Charades [3] and CAD-120 [6] are
presented in Table 2.

From the results shown in Table 2, we can find that the
best formula length setting is T = 3. In addition, when the
formula number k increases, the overall mAP performance
becomes better on both benchmarks. This phenomenon can
be intuitively understood since more formulae can better
generalize the underlying temporally-evolving patterns of
specific action, and the weight learning on MLN will assign
a lower weight for noisy formulae. In spite of better mAP
performance, we finally adopt k = 20 in all our experiments
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Table 2. The ablation studies of different settings about formula
length T and formula number k for action recognition on Cha-
rades [3] and CAD-120 [6]. See main text for more explanation.

T k mAP on Charades(%) mAR on CAD-120

3
10 36.7 0.80
20 38.4 0.83
50 38.7 0.85

5
10 36.1 0.78
20 37.3 0.81
50 37.5 0.82

to balance accuracy and computational efficiency.

3. User Study and Visualization results

3.1. Details of user study

To further demonstrate the explainability of our method,
we conduct a user study to evaluate the generated formu-
lae. In our framework, the formulae with a higher weight
should provide more convincing evidence to recognize an
action. To validate this, the range of formula weight given
by our model is uniformly trisected, where the formulae are
accordingly denoted as good, neutral and bad ones. For a
subset of 20 actions on Charades, we randomly sample 1
formula from each type. Then, we design a questionnaire
(See figure 1) to invite 21 subjects to rank the shuffled for-
mulae based on the relevance to the action.

Figure 1. An example of our questionnaire in user study. Partic-
ipants need to pick the formulae that are most relevant and least
relevant to the action. For example, if you consider the most rele-
vant one to action Fixing a door is A and the leaset one is B, then
you should pick the first option.

The detailed results are given in Table 3. Each row rep-
resents the formula type given by our model (based on the
learned weight), and each row represents the types given
by participants. From the results shown in Table 3, we
can observe that the results show high consistency between
the learned weight and human commonsense. For example,
78.75% good formulae are still marked as good, and 55.5%
bad formulae are still marked as bad.

Table 3. The detailed experimental results of user study regarding
the explainability (i.e., being human-friendly) of the learned for-
mulae. The formulae are categoried as good, neutral and bad. See
main text for more explanation.

good neutral bad
good 78.75% 15.5% 5.75%

neutral 15.5% 45.75% 38.75%
bad 5.75% 38.75% 55.5%

3.2. More visualization examples

We present more specific examples in this section. In
detail, for each action category, the corresponding formulae
and their weights given by our model are illustrated in Fig-
ures 2 to 4. Formulae shown in green represent those higher
weights and the orange ones are with lowest weights. It
can be observed that the formulae with higher weights often
provide better reasoning for the interested actions, which
demonstrates the explainability and diversity of our gener-
ated formulae.
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Action: Drinking from a cup/glass/bottle

drinking from cup -> in front of cup -> looking at cup 1.41 - 0.49in front of cup -> in front of cup -> in front of dish

looking at cup -> holding cup -> holding cup 1.31 - 0.70in front of dish -> not looking at doorway -> holding cup

holding cup -> in front of cup -> holding cup 0.94 - 0.92not looking at medicine-> not looking at cup -> looking cup 

Action: Fixing a light

touching light -> looking at light -> standing on chair 3.91 - 2.56beneath floor -> not looking at chair -> behind chair

looking at light -> looking at light -> above light 3.90 - 2.73looking at light -> holding sandwich -> touching light

beneath chair -> standing on chair -> on the side of chair 2.83 - 3.77on the side of chair -> not looking at book -> holding mirror

Action: Playing with a phone

in front of phone -> in front of phone -> holding phone 1.72 touching phone -> looking at phone -> in front of phone

in front of phone -> looking at phone -> in front of phone 0.99 in front of phone -> not looking at sofa -> holding phone

holding sandwich -> in front of phone -> holding sandwich 0.78 not contacting table -> holding phone -> not contacting table

- 0.38

- 0.41

- 0.59

Action: Smiling in a mirror

looking at mirror -> looking at mirror -> looking at mirror 2.11 in front of phone -> looking at clothes -> looking at mirror

in front of mirror -> not contacting mirror -> looking at mirror 1.52 looking at mirror -> looking at phone -> beneath chair

looking at mirror -> in front of mirror -> looking at mirror 1.05 on the side of mirror -> beneath floor -> holding sandwich

- 0.49

- 0.61

- 1.74

Figure 2. Some examples of the learned formula and corresponding weights given by our proposed framework.



Action: Fixing a vacuum

in front of vacuum -> touching vacuum -> in front of vacuum 2.96 - 1.28in front of vacuum -> looking at dish -> unsure vacuum

touching vacuum -> in front of vacuum -> looking at vacuum 2.94 - 1.92looking at vacuum -> holding vacuum -> in front of mirror

in front of vacuum -> touching vacuum -> in front of vacuum 2.87 - 2.61in front of vacuum -> holding book -> looking at food

Action: Taking a picture of something

holding camera -> in front of camera-> in front of camera 1.18 - 0.63sitting on bed -> holding camera-> not looking at camera

looking at picture -> in front of picture -> in front of camera 0.81 - 0.79holding camera -> above camera-> in front of camera

holding camera-> looking at camera-> holding camera 0.79 - 0.80on the side of towel -> holding camera-> looking at camera

Action: Tidying a shelf or something on a shelf

looking at shelf -> looking at shelf -> in front of shelf 1.90 in front of box -> touching shelf -> looking at shelf

on the side of closet -> looking at closet -> touching closet 0.91 touching shelf -> not contacting shelf -> beneath chair

touching shelf -> in front of closet -> looking at shelf 0.81 looking at closet-> on the side of closet-> in front of food

- 0.26

- 0.38

- 0.67

Action: Tidying up with a broom

holding broom -> in front of broom -> looking at broom 1.69 in front of broom -> beneath floor -> in front of broom 

standing on floor -> holding broom -> looking at floor 1.45 unsure floor -> holding broom -> beneath floor

looking at broom -> holding broom -> holding broom 1.25 not looking at towel -> on the side of broom -> beneath floor

- 0.56

- 0.64

- 0.70

Figure 3. Some examples of the learned formula and corresponding weights given by our proposed framework.



Action: Fixing a door

holding doorknob -> touching door -> looking at doorknob 2.13 - 1.29looking at towel -> holding clothes -> not contacting door

in front of door -> in front of closet -> in front of door 1.69 - 1.50looking at door -> holding clothes -> in front of door

touching door -> touching door -> in front of door 1.49 - 1.74looking at closet -> not looking at door -> looking at door

Action: Washing a window

looking at window -> in front of window -> touching window 1.68 - 0.98not looking at window -> holding cup -> holding towel

on the side of window -> behind window-> holding vacuum 1.38 - 1.11not looking at window-> contacting window->touching towel

unsure window -> looking at window -> in front of window 1.14 - 1.65on the side of towel -> in front of window-> looking at closet

Action: Someone is dressing

touching clothes -> wearing clothes -> in clothes 1.85 in clothes -> wearing clothes -> holding phone

in front of clothes -> looking at clothes -> in clothes 0.91 looking at clothes -> on side of clothes -> touching clothes

holding clothes -> holding clothes -> touching clothes 0.56 looking at clothes -> in front of table -> in front of dish

- 0.39

- 0.46

- 0.81

Action: Working at a table

in front of table -> on the side of table -> in front of paper 1.62 behind chair -> sitting on chair -> not looking at table

writing on paper -> holding paper -> touching book 1.04 in front of table -> in front of table -> in front of laptop

looking at laptop -> touching table -> beneath chair 0.82 in front of bag -> in front of dish -> in front of cup

- 0.28

- 0.40

- 0.96

Figure 4. Some examples of the learned formula and corresponding weights given by our proposed framework.


